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RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
RUBBER INSULATING GLOVES

Two-Color Gloves
Visual inspection is easy
with contrasting colors.

Bell Cuff

CLASS 00 Lightweight

Low Voltage Gloves (Class 0) - lightweight and flexible,
yet designed to give maximum protection to workers
who come in contact with energized equipment and
circuits of 1,000 volts (1 kV) or less. The extra flexibility
of these gloves allows the user to handle small tools
and parts easily. Low Voltage Rubber Insulating Gloves
are available in Yellow (Y), Red (R) or Black (B) and in
the standard specification length of 11" and 14".
Primary Voltage Rubber Insulating Gloves (Class 1-4)
Available in O.A.L. specification lengths of 14", 16", and 18",
all in the Flair cuff design (FC). The 18" glove is supplied
with a Contour cuff design (CC). Straight cuff design is
available. Bell cuff style (BC) provides more room for
Rubber Insulating Sleeves and heavy winter clothing,
and are available on all standard lengths and colors.
To get the utmost protection and life from Rubber
Insulating gloves, leather protectors should always
be worn over the rubber gloves while in use. Gloves
s h o u l d a l w ay s b e v i s u a l l y i n s p e c t e d b e fo r e
each use and stored in glove bags when not in use.
(Always follow your company’s work rules & methods
to select the proper rubber insulating glove for the job)
GLOVE SELECTION
Voltage Rating: Five classes that conform to current
ASTM D120 specifications. The proof test voltages of
the gloves are NOT the in-service field use voltage.
Length: Proper glove length is determined by the
amount of forearm protection desired and whether
Rubber Insulating Sleeves are worn. The lower bead
roll, on the thumb side of the contour cuff design on
18" gloves permits the arm to bend more freely at the
elbow without binding or pushing the glove off the hand.
Sizes: Full and half sizes 8 through 12. Proper sizing
is important. Glove fit may cause physical discomfort,
fatigue, and reduce flexibility. To determine the proper
size, measure the distance around the palm of the
hand between the thumb and forefinger and add
one inch. Allow extra room if glove liners are worn.
RATING:
5 = Class 0 (1kV) 10 = Class 1 (10kV) 20 = Class 2 (20kV)
30 = Class 3 (30 kV) 40 = Class 4 (40 kV)

A WHOLE NEW
CLASS OF GLOVE!
Type I (Natural Rubber)
and Type II (Salcor ozone resistant)
Electrical Insulatiing Gloves
Consult your Reliable
Representative for more
information on this new line.
Work

LENGTH:
14 = 14" OAL, 16 = 16" OAL, 18 = 18" OAL, 11 = 11" OAL

COLOR:
B = Black
YB = Yellow/Black
Y = Yellow (Class 0 Only)
CUFF STYLE:

RB = Red/Black
R = Red (Class 0 Only)

SC=Straight Cuff, FC=Flair, CC=Contour, BC=Bell
SIZE:
8-12 full and half sizes

eg: Class 2, 16" OAL, Yellow Black, Size 10 = 20-16 YB sz 10

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193
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KUNZ - LEATHER PROTECTORS
The Kunz Glove Company has developed a protector
that increases hand mobility, and reduces hand stress,
discomfort, and fatigue while maintaining the required
mechanical protection and fit for maximum life and safety.
Re-engineered from our top-quality protector, the “free
thumb” design is cut to allow more stretch in the palm
and thumb of the glove. Less effort is required to fully
open the hand. The “free thumb” design is another feature
that distinguishes Kunz as the industry leader.

LOW-VOLTAGE PROTECTORS
Specially designed and manufactured to current
ASTM F696 specificaions as mechanial protection
for 11” or 14” low voltage Class “O” and “OO” rubber
insulating gloves as described as ASTM D120. These
protectors allow the flexibility and dexterity required
for secondary work operations.
All are made from pearl-colored goatskin grain leather
and are available with a shirred elastic back or adjustable
pull strap, with sewn inseam in the “Gunn” cut pattern.
COWHIDE PROTECTORS
Our most popular and most durable. Specially tanned
2.75 oz. to 3.5 oz. weight grain leather is uniform, soft,
and pliable. Flexible and long-wearing qualities make
these ideal for heavy wear. Our cream-colored cowhide
provides a traditional feel.

Cowhide
#1050

Buckskin #1002

Class

Elastic
Back

Pull
Strap

OAL

O

999

999S

10”

OO

910

910S

10”

Sizes 7-12 including half sizes.

BUCKSKIN PROTECTORS
Made from elk or deerskin, buckskin is often preferred
for its more supple feel and durability. Better for cold and/
or wet weather conditions. Although lighter in weight,
these protectors offer many of the qualities which made
our Kunz buckskin work gloves famous.

#999
Goatskin
L/V Protector

O.A.L.*

11”

12”

13”

14”

15”

16”

16” Contour

CREAM COWHIDE

1050-2

1050-3

1050-4

1050-5

1050-6

1050-7

1050-7CC

BUCKSKIN

1002-2

1002-3

1002-4

1002-5

1002-6

1002-7

1002-7CC

*Consult ASTM F496 Table 4 for minimum distances between gauntlet and cuff requirements.
Available in sizes 7 through 12 including half sizes.

174 - 6.5” BUCKSKIN GAUNTLET - WORK GLOVE
Our most popular style for lineworkers. A reinforced
thumb strap makes this design the most durable. This
split leather glove has a 6.5” fabric cuff for arm protection,
and an elastic back for comfort and to prevent slipping.
For extra HD applications, heavy (5-5.5 oz.) buckskin
leather is offered. (# 175)
Many additional styles are available.
Consult your Reliable representative for more information.

#174
Buckskin
Gauntlet

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

